
SPECIAL SESSION: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ACTION

I’ll be ditching the “talking points” that the political types have provided for me.
Here are my genuine thoughts about the problems with having a special session:

A special session reminds me of the student with a paper due
on a Monday, who chooses not to work on the paper over the 
weekend because the student believes that the teacher will grant
an extension. Even if the teacher will probably grant the extension, 
shouldn’t the student at least aim to complete the paper by
Monday?  I get the sense that some legislators (of both political
parties) didn't aim to make the deadlines.

A special session can lead to counter-productive finger-pointing.  
We need to get the job done, not play the blame game.

In a special session, the number of decision-makers is typically 
limited. Basically, the Governor, the Speaker of the House, and the
Senate Majority Leader make the major decisions, especially about
the budget numbers. That means less public access.

As a first-term legislator, here’s how I believe that we can do better

I have joined with other first-termers to author legislation
that would cut off extra pay for legislators if work is not done by
the “regular session” deadline. 

I believe that we need tighter legislative deadlines. If that means a 
few more late nights and early mornings, then so be it.

I believe that both political parties need to compromise. I’m 
encouraged by the recent moves toward the middle by the governor
and legislative leaders of both parties.

Here are my hopes for the upcoming special session:

We will finally agree on an adequate school funding package.

We will finally agree on the need to revitalize our transportation system.

We will finally agree on preserving health insurance for working people.

We will finally agree on fair revenue increases, while avoiding gimmicks.

We will all reach agreement without compromising our values. 

We will work as hard and as long as it takes to get the job done. 

As always, please feel free to contact me about any issue, idea, or concern.
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Dear Friend:
The Minnesota Legislature is now in
“special session.” Under the Minnesota
Constitution, the last possible day of the
“regular session” was May 23, 2005.
Since not all of the budget bills have been
passed yet, the governor has had to
declare the “special session” as a sort of
extension for legislative business. I’m
disappointed. I believe that both political
parties are to blame for not finishing the
work on time. Still, we have accomplished
quite a bit already (a bonding bill, a
public safety bill, a minimum wage
increase, a higher education package, and
more). And I’m hopeful that we can use
the extra time to get even better results for
Minnesota.  The quality of final product
will matter more than how long the
product takes to produce.


